WAFIOS Torsion Cut Tool System

Tool Changing System
The new WAFIOS Torsion Cut Tool System enables large spring indices with an excellent quality of the cut. Due to wire diameter independent tools and very low tool wear, the WAFIOS Torsion Cut Tool System is the economic alternative for the production of parts that require absence of burrs and a plane cutting surface.

Machine Types:
- FUL 35
- FUL 36
- FUL 56
- FUL 75
- FUL 86
- FSE 93
- More types in development

Our Accomplishments for your Benefit
- Best cut in comparison to other cutting techniques
- Spring index < 4 possible without mandrel
- Spring index > 4 possible with mandrel for scoring
- Minimum number of tools as tools are independent from wire diameters
- Hardly any tool wear
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